This past June, Elke Humml, a librarian at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (LMU) in Munich, discovered a previously unknown exemplar of globe gores originally designed by the cartographer Martin Waldseemüller (fig. 1).

In the nineteenth century this set of the gores had been bound between two copies of Johannes Peckham’s *Perspectiva communis*, one published in 1504, and the other in about 1510.² No more is known about the provenance of the gores, unfortunately. Only four other exemplars of these globe gores were previously known to exist,³ so this was a sensational find—all the more so because this set of gores is different from the others. The purpose of the article is to give some details about the gores and the significance of this discovery.

Martin Waldseemüller (c. 1475-1520),⁴ who spent most of his life in the town of Saint-Dié near Strasbourg, is most famous for his large world map of 1507 which was printed on twelve sheets and is the first to apply the name America to the New World (fig. 2).
This map survives in only one exemplar which was discovered in Germany in 1901 and is on permanent display the Library of Congress in Washington DC. When it was originally sold this map was accompanied by a set of globe gores (which also apply the name “America” to the New World) and a book titled the *Cosmographiae introductio* (Introduction to Cosmography), and
this book contains an explanation of the name for the newly discovered lands. Waldseemüller and his co-author Matthias Ringmann noted that the explorer Amerigo Vespucci had recently discovered a “fourth part” of the world, and suggested that “Inasmuch as both Europe and Asia received their names from women, I see no reason why anyone should justly object to calling this part Amerige, i.e., the land of Amerigo, or America, after Amerigo, its discoverer, a man of great ability.” This naming, made in the small town of Saint-Dié five hundred years ago, continues to have influence even today.

Thus the globe gores were part of the same cartographic and cosmographic project as the famous 1507 world map, and also participate in the naming of the newly discovered lands. It is tempting to think that the globe gores were sold with the map not only to help the buyer of the map understand the projection used in the map, but also to emphasize Waldseemüller’s boldness in representing all $360^\circ$ of the earth’s circumference at a time when much of the earth’s surface was still unknown.

In news reports on the discovery of the fifth set of gores, Sven Kuttner, Rare Book Librarian at the University of Munich, noted some differences between the new set and the four others. On the four previously known sets of gores, most of the segments of the gores have a thick black border (fig. 4), while on the LMU set they do not.
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Figure 4: A facsimile of the 1507 edition of Waldseemüller’s globe gores, courtesy of the Library of Congress.

On the four known sets, Calicut is in the fifth segment of the gores, on the Malabar Coast northeast of the island of Taprobana, while on the LMU set it is on the fourth segment, northwest of Taprobana. Kuttner also notes that the style of the hatching that represents the waters of the oceans and seas is different, the shapes of some of the letters are different, and also the watermark matches that in a book from 1518, which suggests that the gores were printed after the first edition of 1507.
It should be stated clearly that the LMU set is printed from an entirely different woodblock than the edition of 1507, and there are other important differences of detail between the LMU set and the four other known set that confirm that the LMU set represents a different, previously unknown edition. The most striking is that the LMU set includes at the bottom a thick line with the indication “Diameter Globi” just above it, indicating the diameter of the sphere onto which the gores should be glued. These words are printed from typeface that had been set into the woodblock of the gores, a technique used on Waldseemüller’s 1507 and 1516 maps. The typeface used is the same as that used by Waldseemüller in his Cosmographiae introductio and also for some of the text blocks on his 1507 and 1516 maps, but this part of the block was over-inked when the LMU set was printed, as the letters are printed heavily and the ink bled into the paper around each letter. The addition of the words “Diameter Globi” seems designed to assist the purchaser of the gores, for without this indication of the diameter of the globe, the customer would have to measure the equatorial length of the gores and divide that distance by π in order to determine the correct diameter. Incidentally this phrase is a good indication that although the title of the Cosmographiae introductio says that it is to be accompanied by a Universalis Cosmographiae descriptio tam in solido quam plano, “a world map both in three dimension and in two,” the gores were sold as gores rather than already glued onto a sphere.

In general the LMU gores follow the cartography of the other gores very closely, with very minor variations in the contours of the shorelines that seem accidental. There are two changes that seem to be intentional. First, on the four previously-known gores, the shape of western Cuba is not well defined, while on the LMU gores it is more articulated—more like the image of the island on the large 1507 map. Thus the creator of the woodblock for this version of the gores tried to make them somewhat more accurate in this regard than the other version.

The second apparently intentional change in the gores’ cartography is much more interesting; it involves the shape of Madagascar. It is clear that originally on the woodblock of the LMU gores the island had the distinctive “L” shape that Waldseemüller gave it on his large 1507 map and also on the four other extant exemplars of his globe gores: Waldseemüller probably gave the island this form through the influence of Henricus Martellus, for the island has this shape on a map evidently designed by Martellus that was printed by Francesco Rosselli. On the LMU gores, the woodblock has been modified so that the part of the island north of the Tropic of Capricorn has been eliminated, replaced by hatchings that indicate water, though the former outline of the island is still visible. Although Waldseemüller shows Madagascar extending north of the Tropic of Capricorn on the new world map in his 1513 edition of Ptolemy’s Geography (the so-called Admiral’s Map, fig. 5), on his new map of southern Africa (fig. 6), the island is entirely south of the Tropic.
Figure 5: The so-called Admiral’s Map in the 1513 edition of Ptolemy’s *Geography*, courtesy of the Library of Congress.

Figure 6: The new map of southern Africa in the 1513 edition of Ptolemy’s *Geography*, courtesy of the Library of Congress.
So it seems that the modification of Madagascar on the LMU gores was based on Waldseemüller’s following of a newer source with regard to the position of the island: the nautical chart of Nicolo de Caverio of c. 1504 (fig. 7), which also locates the island to the south, rather than a map by Martellus that was ten or fifteen years older.

Figure 7: Southern Africa and Madagascar on the nautical chart of Nicolo de Caverio, c. 1504. From the facsimile by Stevenson (1908), courtesy of the Library of Congress.
Thus the change to Madagascar on the LMU gores confirms the watermark evidence that the gores are later than 1507. Although Waldseemüller had Caverio’s chart when he made his 1507 map, and followed it closely for placenames in the New World and Africa, it was only at a later date that he followed it in regard to the location of Madagascar.

It is more difficult to know what to make of the change in the position of Calicut alluded to above. The geography of Waldseemüller’s new map of the world in the 1513 edition of Ptolemy is different enough from that of the 1507 map that it is difficult to compare details of this nature, particularly as the 1513 map does not indicate longitude. But there is an interesting piece of evidence that suggests that the position of Calicut on the LMU gores represents an updating of the position on the other surviving gores and on the 1507 map. In his terrestrial globe of 1515, Johann Schöner followed Waldseemüller’s 1507 map very closely, but he places Calicut to the northwest of Taprobana, in a position more similar to that on the LMU gores.

The LMU gores have another important feature that provides guidance as to their date: they include the name “America” in the New World. This name had been proposed in the Cosmographiae introductio and included on the large 1507 world map and also the other surviving globe gores, but it is not used in Waldseemüller’s 1513 edition of Ptolemy’s Geography, either in the new map of the world (the so-called Admiral’s Map) or in the map of the New World, Atlantic, Western Europe, and West Africa that immediately follows it (fig. 8). Nor does the name appear on Waldseemüller’s Carta marina of 1516: Waldseemüller had realized that Christopher Columbus rather than Amerigo Vespucci was the discoverer of the New World. Thus while the woodblock for the LMU gores were certainly made after 1507, and after Waldseemüller had abandoned Martellus’s conception of the location of Madagascar, they were most likely made before 1513, and quite certainly before 1516.

There is one other map ascribed to Waldseemüller which, in a very interesting way, seems to fit into the same transitional period between the large 1507 world map and the 1513 edition of Ptolemy: namely the so-called Stevens-Brown map at the John Carter Brown Library (fig. 8). This undated map is very similar indeed to the new map of the world in the 1513 Ptolemy (the Admiral’s Map), but was printed from a different block, and includes the name America, while the version of the map in the 1513 Ptolemy does not. Thus, the LMU gores are a new version of the gores from 1507, with a modification to Madagascar that brings that part of the map more in line with Waldseemüller’s later thinking, while the Stevens-Brown map is very similar to the world map in Waldseemüller’s next big cartographic project, the 1513 edition of Ptolemy, but retains an element (the name America) that harks back to his earlier work.
Figure 8: The map of the Atlantic and environs in the 1513 edition of Ptolemy’s *Geography*, courtesy of the Library of Congress
Waldseemüller and his colleagues in Saint-Dié and Strasbourg were experimenters, always seeking the best way to do things. To mention just two examples, in a few copies of the 1513 edition of Ptolemy, the sea is printed in a greenish-grey on the map of the British Isles, and in all copies of the book, the map of Lorraine is printed in three colors (fig. 10), both early experiments in the color printing of maps. The LMU gores provide additional evidence of their desire to improve what they had done before. In addition, the existence of a separate edition of the gores may perhaps lend credence to Waldseemüller’s claim in a textblock on his 1516 Carta marina that he had printed 1000 copies of his earlier map (i.e. the 1507 map). Perhaps the most important aspect of the LMU gores is that they shed light on the activities of Waldseemüller’s circle in Saint-Dié between the production of the large 1507 map and the 1513 Ptolemy, a period about which otherwise we know very little.
Figure 10: The map of Lorraine printed in color in the 1513 edition of Ptolemy’s *Geography*, courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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